
ST. THOMAS SCHOOL, LONI

MONTHLY ACTIVITY PLANNER, JULY (2024-25)

NURSERY & PREP

ACTIVITIES:(All materials will be provided by the class teacher)
08-07-24: MONDAY- “Paper Boat Making”
11-07-24: THURSDAY- “Rainy Day Drawing”
24-07-24: WEDNESDAY- “Clay Modelling”

‘Paper Boat Making’- This boat craft allows children to develop their concepts
about reality while playing. Children will manage to learn the rules of coexistence and
respect differences. It also promotes shy children’s participation and allow them to be
more secure and express their ideas. The following paper boat craft activity aims to
develop fine motor skills in children by creating a craft related to the game’s roleplaying.
Motor development helps children get the skills necessary for their school stage,
especially for their lives.

‘Rainy Day Drawing’- By practising drawing of rainy day for kids, they start
learning about shapes, patterns, colours and other geometric shapes. Moreover, this
helps them to develop their creativity and imagination skills. Rainy day drawing improves
their fine and gross motor skills, creativity, and problem-solving abilities and develops
their memory retention. Moreover, children enjoy their learning sessions while they
practice drawing activities.

‘Clay Modelling’-This activity will improve hand-eye coordination where the visual
input provided by the eye is used to guide the hands in performing a task. For example,
catching a ball, writing, pouring water into a glass, etc., all need hand-eye
coordination. Using clay during playtime will also help her engage the muscles in her
hands and arms.



 COMPETITION: 26-07-24 (FRIDAY)
 FOR NURSERY : “ CHAK DHOOM DHOOM”

It is going to be a dance competition for students of class nursery.
Parents can select any dance form, but can choose only song
related to ‘Rain’(Except chak dhoom dhoom). Kindly follow the
instructions and judgement criteria very carefully.

 Song limit: Maximum of two minutes
 Share the song link with the class teacher latest by 21-07-24

(Sunday) through what’s app.

 JUDGEMENT CRITERIA: Song selected, Choreography ,Confidence,
Costume and Prop used.

 FOR PREP: 29-07-24 (MONDAY)
“HELLO SUMMER”-DRAWING COMPETITION

It is going to be a drawing and colouring competition for class prep
students.Children have to pick any one topic of their choice then
draw and colour. All the materials (A4 sheet,pencil,eraser and colour)
will be provided by the class teacher.Kindly follow the instructions
and judgement criteria very carefully.

 Choose any one topic:
a) My favourite ice-cream
b) My favourite summer fruit
c) Anything related to summer
d) Rainy day scene
e) Sunny day scene

 JUDGEMENT CRITERIA: Creativity, Colouring strokes,Relevance to
the topic selected and Overall performance.


